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Abstract
Recently a new coronavirus strain, COVID-19 has emerged in Wuhan City, China which cause disease and in many cases deaths to humans.
Considering its severity a number of works are working on it and full genomic sequences has already released in the last few weeks to understand
the evolutionary origin and molecular characteristics of this virus. Based on currently available genomic information a phylogenetic tree was
constructed from four types of representative viral proteins (Spike, Membrane, Envelope and Nucleoproetin) of COVID-19, HCoV-229E, HCoV-OC43,
SARS-CoV, HCoV-NL63, HKU1, MERS-CoV, HKU4, HKU5 and BufCoV-HKU26 clearly demonstrated that the ancestral origin and distant evolutionary
relation of newly epidemic novel coronavirus (COVID-19). It had been found that COVID-19 was evolutionary related to SARS-CoV. It was also found
that COVID-19 proteins were almost more than ninety (90%) similar and identical with SARS-CoV proteins. The cross-checked conservancy analysis
of COVID-19 antigenic epitopes showed signi�cant conservancy with SARS-CoV proteins. VaxiJen server reveal almost 100% immunogenic potential
of four viral proteins with COVID-19. In this article, we present an effort on molecular evolutionary analysis, temperature comparison and compile
and analyze epidemiological outbreak information on the 2019 novel coronavirus based on the several open datasets on COVID-19 (SARS-COV-2)
and possible threat to Bangladesh.
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Introduction
Coronavirus is not a new virus to the globe. However, a new strain of coronavirus family the 2019 novel coronavirus (COVID-19 [SARS-COV-2]), has
emerged and infected thousands of humans. It is gaining importance due to its increasing death day by day [1–3]. It has already been reported from
Wuhan (China), Thailand, Japan, South Korea, Iran, US and many mores which is knocking the world community for experiencing a pandemic
scenario [4–6] and globally increasing the potential for rapid geographic horizontal spreading [7]. Determining the origin, evolution and resemblance
of COVID-19 is urgently needed to study its molecular pathogenesis, surveillance, vaccine or drug target. To unravel the evolutionary origin and
antigenic resemblance of COVID-19 with other global and Bangladesh origin coronavirus strains, Spike (S), Membrane (M), Enveloped (E) and
Nucleoprotein (N) protein of recently con�rmed new coronavirus strain COVID-19 had been considered for the study. In case of human coronavirus,
strains evolved in between 1960 and 2018 (HCoV-229E, HCoV-OC43, SARS-CoV, HCoV-NL63, HKU1 and MERS-CoV) [8, 9] were employed for the
study. Again, as few reports and analysis guessed bat as the probable origin of COVID-19 host, here we also considered two strain of bat originated
coronavirus (HKU4 and HKU5) in the study. Again, from the database search and literature study, only single Buffalo originated coronavirus strains
collected from Bangladesh (BufCoV-HKU26-M) [10] had been taken for the comparative study with COVID-19 strains isolated from Wuhan, China
[11]. Global risk of 2019 novel coronavirus (COVID-19 [SARS-COV-2]) recently been explained by many scientists [12–15]. Outside China, over 100
countries and territories COVID-19 transmission has been noti�ed [1, 15]. US declared emergency funds over coronavirus for 25 countries that are
either affected or at high risk of spread including Bangladesh [16]. As the outbreak of 2019 novel coronavirus (COVID-19 [SARS-COV-2]) is expanding
rapidly, analysis of epidemiological data of COVID-19 is necessary to explore measures of burden attributed by disease, and simultaneously to
gather notion of the determinants and interventions. Therefore, we designed this study to compare genetic materials of COVID-19 with previous
different virulent strains of corona virus, to analyse the threat of occurrence of the disease in Bangladesh, and to explore the measures of burden
based on analysis of epidemiological data.

Results

Phylogeny Analysis and Pairwise Sequence Alignment of Coronavirus Proteins
The four phylogenetic trees constructed from four types of representative viral proteins (Spike, Membrane, Envelope and Nucleoproetin) of COVID-19,
HCoV-229E, HCoV-OC43, SARS-CoV, HCoV-NL63, HKU1, MERS-CoV, HKU4, HKU5 and BufCoV-HKU26 clearly demonstrated that the ancestral origin
and distant evolutionary relation of newly epidemic novel coronavirus (COVID-19). It had been found that COVID-19 was evolutionary related to
SARS-CoV (Figure 1). In every cases, COVID-19 aligned with the same clade of SARS-CoV where two bat originated coronavirus HKU4 and HKU5
were found divergent relation with COVID-19, rather HKU4 and HKU5 was showed ancestral relation with MERS-CoV. Moreover, BufCoV-HKU26 of
Bangladesh origin always showed phylogeny relation with animal originated coronavirus HCoV-OC43. Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of COVID-
19 proteins with SARS-CoV and BufCoV-HKU26 showed in Figure 2 (i) and 2 (ii). Moreover, pairwise sequence alignment by EMBOSS Needle
strengthened the phylogenic relation of COVID-19 and SARS-CoV (Table 1). It was also found that COVID-19 proteins were almost more than ninety
(90%) similar and identical with SARS-CoV proteins where lower similar and identical pattern were found with other viral strains including BufCoV-
HKU26 of Bangladesh origin (Table 1).

Immunogenicity Prediction and Epitope Conservancy Analysis
The four viral proteins (Supplementary File 1) of COVID-19, HCoV-229E, HCoV-OC43, SARS-CoV, HCoV-NL63, HKU1, MERS-CoV, HKU4, HKU5 and
BufCoV-HKU26 were employed to determine the most antigenic sites by using B cell epitope prediction tool of IEDB and VaxiJen scoring. VaxiJen
server which was well above the threshold value (0.40), usually reveal the immunogenic potential to stimulate protective response in the host
organisms [17]. From the analysis, a total of 17 epitopes from S proteins, 1 epitopes from M proteins, 1 epitopes from E proteins and 5 epitopes from
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N proteins were found mostly immunogenic in COVID-19 with almost 100% peptides carrying more than threshold value of antigenic score of
VaxiJen server (Table 2). Similarly, other coronavirus viral proteins also showed different length immunogenic epitopes candidate with more than
antigenic threshold value (Supplementary Table 1). Moreover, homologous sequences of COVID-19 S, M, E and N proteins were retrieved from NCBI
database (Supplementary File 2) and were allowed to conservancy analysis with the immunogenic epitopes from COVID-19 proteins. It had been
found that antigenic sites are almost conserved all of the homologous protein sequences deposited in the NCBI database (Table 2). Cross-checked
conservancy analysis of COVID-19 antigenic epitopes with SARS-CoV proteins showed signi�cant conservancy where cross-checked with other
coronaviruses including BufCoV-HKU26 of Bangladesh origin were not in the signi�cant level (Table 3).

Homology Modeling and Evaluation of Protein 3D Structure of COVID–19
The 3D structure of the COVID-19 proteins were modeled using I-TASSER server, where ‘SARS-CoV complex with human neutralizing S230 antibody
Fab fragment’ (PDB ID: 6NB6), ‘Membrane protein complex’ (PDB ID: 5X5Y), ‘Coronavirus Envelope Proteins’ (PDB ID: 2MM4) and ‘SARS CoV
Nucleocapsid’ (PDB ID: 1SSK) acted as the top threading template of S, M, E and N proteins respectively. The COVID-19 proteins showed 36% to 93%
coverage and 40% to above 90% identity to the I-TASSER template proteins (Supplementary Table 3). As I-TASSER usually deduced 5 different
models for each operations, the re�nement by Modre�ner and validation by RAMPAGE and ERRAT were done for checking the accuracy of the
modelled structures. After the re�nement process, Ramachandran plot analysis revealed that Spike protein showed 75.2% residues were in the
favored, 14.8% residues in the allowed while only 10% residues were in the outlier region [Figure 3 (i)A]. On the other hand, Membrane protein
exhibited 77.7% residues were in the favored, 15% residues in the allowed while only 7% residues were in the outlier region [Figure 3 (i)B]. Besides,
two other Envelope and Nucleoprotein also showed highest number of residues in the favored regions (74% for E and 68.1% for N) and lower number
of residues (7.3% for E and 11.5% for N) in the outlier regions [Figure 3 (i)C and 3 (i)D]. Moreover, the highest value of quality factor for the modeled
COVID-19 proteins (S=71%, M=88%, E=89% and E=73%) were found in the ERRAT [Figure (ii) and Supplementary Table 3]. All the predicted
immunogenic epitopes of COVID-19 were mapped the validated 3D structures of S, M, E and E proteins by using PyMoL [Figure 3 (iii)].

Burden of the COVID–19: Occurrence of Cases
Around last two months, COVID-19, from its outbreak on 31 December 2019 to 09 March 2020, spread up to 105 countries and territories (Figure 4A),
and one cruise ship named ‘Diamond Princess’ in Japan affecting total 1,09,577 persons globally including Bangladesh; however, China (Figure 4B)
was the mostly affected country, holding 73.83% (80,904/1,09,577) of global cases (Figure 5A and 5B, Supplementary File 3). The second and the
third affected countries were Republic of Korea and Italy, with a total of 7,382 and 7,375 cases, respectively. The cruise ship, Diamond Princess,
experienced 706 cases among total 3,706 persons. Besides, COVID-19 attributed a substantial burden in Iran, France, Germany and Spain infecting
6,566, 1,116, 1,112 and 589 persons, respectively. However, the numbers of total cases in other countries were below 500 (Supplementary File 3).
Among 34 provinces of China, including SAR (special administrative region), up to 09 March 2020, the highest number of cases occurred in the
Hubei (67,743). Besides, other highly affected provinces were Guangdong (1,352), Henan (1,272), Zhejiang (1,215), Hunan (1,018), Anhui (990) and
Jiangxi (935) (Supplementary File 4). For both global and China cases, there was a steady increasing trend of the occurrence of the disease per day
from 22 January 2020 to 05 February 2020, and in the same way a steady decreasing trend from 06 February 2020 to 16 February 2020.
Interestingly, on 17 February 2020, the number of occurrence of cases in globe (19,572 cases) and China (19,461 cases) soared suddenly, however
started declining up to 25 February 2020, then again started rising. Fascinatingly, after 25 February 2020 cases outside China increased more than
those in China, which was an alarming signal of COVID-19 being a pandemic issue (Figure 5 and Supplementary �gure 1).

Burden of the COVID–19: Death toll
The �rst death, by COVID-19, occurred on 11 January 2000, and by 19 January 2020, another three persons died. The number of global death toll
started to increase from 20 January 2020 till 12 February 2020, then followed an up and down trend up to 22 February 2020. Death toll reached to
the apex with 158 deaths in a single day on 23 February. Later, it declined up to 26 February 2020 and again rose in a zigzag trend up to 07 March
2020. However, death toll reached to the apex with 228 deaths in a single day on 08 March 2020 (Figure 5C), and the cumulative value up to 09
March 2020 was 4,025 (Supplementary �gure 2). Among 105 countries and territories, 18 countries experienced death in running COVID-19 outbreak
by 09 March 2020. The number of death toll was highest in China (3,123) (Figure 4B). Besides, there were substantial death occurred in Italy (366),
Iran (194) and Republic of Korea (51) (Supplementary File 3). In China, 28 of 34 provinces experienced death in COVID-19, and the highest death toll
we noticed in Hubei (3,007) province, followed by Henan (22) and Heilongjiang (13), in others provinces burden of death was below ten up to 09
March 2020 (Supplementary File 4).

Burden of the COVID–19: Crude Mortality Rate
Upon analysis of mortality data over the time period from 11 January 2020 to 09 March 2020, we found the highest mortality rate in San Marino as
almost 295 per 10000000 persons, followed by Italy (almost 61/10000000 persons), Iran (23/10000000 persons), China (almost 22/10000000
persons), Republic of Korea (almost 10/10000000 persons), however, the mortality rates in other countries ranged from one to three persons per
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10000000 (Supplementary �gure 3). Among the 28 provinces of China with death record (Figure 4B), the highest mortality rate we found in Hubei
province as over 508 per 10000000 persons over the time period from 11 January 2020 to 09 March 2020, however, in Hainan, Hong Kong, Beijing,
Heilongjiang, Henan, Chongqing, Tianjin, Shanghai and Xinjiang the mortality rate ranged from one to seven per 10000000 persons. In rest of the
provinces, the mortality rates were below one per 10000000 persons (Supplementary File 4).

Burden of the COVID–19: Case Fatality
Case fatality denotes the proportion of death among cases or diseased individual. From the analysis of cases and death toll data up to 09 March
2020, we observed global case fatality was 3.67%. Among 18 countries with morality report, the highest case fatality we obtained 10.00% in Iraq and
Philippines, whilst the lowest in Switzerland as 0.60%. Besides, USA, Italy, Australia and China had moderate case fatality as 5.16%, 4.96%, 3.90%
and 3.67%, respectively (Figure 5D). Among 28 provinces of China having death outcomes, the highest case fatality was 4.44% in Hubei province;
however, the lowest was 0.08% in Zhejiang up to 06 March 2020 (Supplementary File 4).

Recent Temperature in the Regions of Interest
The satellite derived temperature (°C) for Wuhan (China), South Korea and Bangladesh during February 2020 is shown in Figure 4 (C-E). In this �gure
single scale at the rightmost of the image is used for indicating temperature for all subimages. However, for Wuhan area no cloud free clear image
data was available for the west part of image for that period; therefore only the east part is shown here. Similarly, during the study period in the mid-
region of Korea temperature is showing very less which caused by presence of heavy and widespread clouds in that region during satellite image
acquisition. Therefore, during the �gure interpretation these regions should be eluded in order to avoid errors.

Discussion
Novel coronavirus (COVID-19) has been reported for the possible pandemic situation of COVID in the global platform [18]. Coronaviruses are one of
the most diverse group of viral community emerged as the deadly pathogens for human race, and where COVID-19 is the latest panic added to the
list. Most of the cases, human coronaviruses are found to be evolved from zoonotic transmission and bats are reported for the best reservoirs for
zoonotic viruses [19]. Though COVID-19 has already been declared as the SARS-CoV-2 [20, 21], here we adopted a protein based phylogeny study to
reveal the phylogeny relation and divergent link up of COVID-19 with other human coronavirus strains. Seven coronaviruses (COVID-19, HCoV-229E,
HCoV-OC43, SARS-CoV, HCoV-NL63, HKU1 and MERS-CoV), two bat originated coronavirus (HKU4 and HKU5) and one buffalo originated
coronavirus (BufCoV-HKU26) reported from Bangladesh were subjected to continue the phylogeny analysis of four viral proteins (S, M, E and N
proteins). It had been clearly demonstrated that COVID-19 and SARS-CoV shared the similar pattern of ancestral origin (Figure 1) and pairwise
alignment exhibited the maximum coverage of similarity and identity (Table 1 and Figure 2). Recently, after the rapid transmission and death cause
of COVID-19 [1, 12–14], WHO announced the genetic similarities of COVID-19 with SARS-CoV which was clearly re�ected in the present study.
Besides, HKU4 and HKU5 are the bat originated coronaviruses and the similar genetic makeup of other viral strains with those could be the similar
host preference [22]; that was why, though there were few unclear reports regarding the possibilities of bat as the reservoir of COVID-19 [23, 24]. But
the divergent phylogeny relation and minor alignment pattern of COVID-19 with bat originated HKU4 and HKU5 viruses suggested that there were the
low possibilities of COVID-19 to be connected with bat (Figure 1 and Table 1).

As the NCBI database till now documented only the genome materials of a buffalo coronavirus (BufCoV HKU26) from domestic water buffaloes
(Bubalus bubalis) in Bangladesh [10], the comparative study of BufCoV-HKU26 with COVID-19 was employed in terms of phylogeny and pairwise
alignment of the targeted viral proteins. The study revealed that BufCoV-HKU26 showed divergent relation and lower pairwise alignment of S
(29.5%identity and 44.2% similarity), M (37.4% identity and 55.7% similarity), E (20.9% identity and 44.2% similarity) and N proteins (32.7% identity
and 48.6% similarity) with COVID-19. But, as BufCoV-HKU26 was the animal originated coronavirus, its proteins always exhibited the ancestral
relation with other animal originated HCoV-OC43 (Figure 1). As BufCoV-HKU26 was detected in Bangladesh which suggested that there was the
favorable environment for the transmission and pathogenesis of buffalo originated coronaviruses [25, 26]. As genetic architecture of COVID-19 was
highly divergent from the BufCoV-HKU26 (Figure 1 and 2, and Table 1) and viral transmission or pathogenesis is directly or indirectly governed by its
genetic makeup, then the occurrence of COVID-19 could be less favorable in Bangladesh.

The novel coronavirus has been making headlines since it �rst came to light, late in 2019. COVID-19 already spread to all continents except
Antarctica. Geographically, Bangladesh located in temperate zone. We performed comparative study of temperature in between Bangladesh and
Wuhan. Interestingly, temperature could be the another factor for which still Bangladesh is safe though included as highly risked index [7]. However,
experts cannot yet predict the trajectory of the virus. COVID-19 (SARS-COV-2) might have different persistent time inanimate surfaces but would not
be much different from SARS associated virus (3-4 days)[27]. Human coronaviruses such as Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) coronavirus,
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) coronavirus, endemic Human Coronaviruses (HCoV) can persist on inanimate surfaces, but not for long
period of time [28, 29]. However, at lower temperature like 4°C or less this virus is evident to persist for as long as 28 days where the lowest level of
inactivation occurred at 20% relative humidity. Inactivation was more rapid at 20°C than at 4°C at all humidity levels. Likewise, coronaviruses were
inactivated more rapidly at 40°C than at 20°C [29]. In very recent, authors established that temperature signi�cantly change COVID-19 transmission
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in 429 cities in which COVID-19 appears to spread fastest at 8.72°C [30]. Moreover, scientists discovered that COVID-19 has mutated into more
aggressive disease [31]. Population genetic analyses of SARS-CoV-2 genomes indicates two major lineages (designated L and S) with higher
possibility of infection by both types. The ancestral ‘S-type’ is suspected to be less infectious and milder in severity (~30%), while the later emerged
‘L-type’ , accounts more prevalent (~70%) [31]. If continuing evolution of SARS-CoV-2 going on, countries like Bangladesh will be really in big trouble
as human intervention may have placed more severe selective pressure on the L type, which might be more aggressive and spread more quickly [31].
Though, according to WHO this virus is unique for its continuous mutation [32], till now there is no concrete evidence that the virus has already
changed with regards to disease severity or infectivity. However, based on this brief discussion it can presumed that this virus has less possibility of
vertical spreading and severity in countries or seasons where or when respectively the temperature is higher. Thus, in affected countries it might
disappear with temperature rising when spring will come. Hence, we need to be cautious when interpreting these kinds of computer-based studies.
More comprehensive genomic data is required for further testing of our hypothesis.

In Figure 4 (C-E), the temperature of Wuhan (China), South Korea and Bangladesh during the period of February 2020 is compared. It can be
observed that the temperature ranged from 13 to 22°C in many places of Wuhan as well as in Korea. However, all over the Bangladesh the
temperature were above 25°C except very few small areas with around 20°C which caused by small patches of cloud covers. Thus, the temperature
is very much higher than Wuhan and Korea. We know that during this period of modern science many people are moving from one place to another
which cause easy vertical spreading of any severe disease from any small place to all over the world. Similarly, currently coronavirus has spread
more than 100 countries and territories including recent introduction to Bangladesh. However, this temperature data is indicating that if the virus is
not yet gone through mutation to sustain high temperature like 25°C which was available in Bangladesh, there is less possibility of this virus
multiplication. Moreover, currently in March the temperature might have increased more which shows a hope that it will not multiply much.
Furthermore, only 3 cases of COVID-19 were con�rmed in Bangladesh as on March 8, 2020. Though few people are supposed to be affected while
visiting other countries are being treated carefully in quarantine which might result in its fast disappearance with little or no spreading due to the
higher temperature in the environment of Bangladesh. The largest international airport in Bangladesh is situated in Dhaka is the main way of
entrance of people from all over the world. As Dhaka is an industrialization and commercial zone, and all the o�cial works of Bangladesh are
centralized here, most of the visitors or people coming back to the country stay here for longer period. Due to industrialization the temperature of
Dhaka is very higher than any other parts of Bangladesh which is also evident from the Figure 4 (E) (indicated by black circle in the �gure). This also
supports our hypothesis. Interestingly, coronaviruses that causes colds do tend to subside in warmer months. But it’s highly uncertain that SARS-
CoV-2 will behave the same way. Current researches doing by scientists is too early to predict how the virus will respond to changing weather [33].

Immunogenicity and epitope conservancy analysis of coronavirus proteins were performed to �nd out the potential B-cell epitopes that would
interact e�ciently with B lymphocytes for initiating the immune response against speci�c viral pathogens [34]. The study identi�ed a total number of
24 highly immunogenic B-Cell epitopes from COVID-19 proteins (17 epitopes of S; 1 epitopes of M; 1 epitopes of E; 5 epitopes of N). Conservancy
analysis (Table 3) demonstrated that selected epitopes were highly conserved in of other homologous strains of COVID-19 which suggested the
possibility of peptide based vaccine development from S, M, N or E proteins [35–37]. Moreover, potential B-Cell epitopes were also identi�ed from
HCoV-229E, HCoV-OC43, SARS-CoV, HCoV-NL63, HKU1, MERS-CoV, HKU4, HKU5 and BufCoV-HKU26 proteins (Supplementary Table 1). Antigenic
sites of COVID-19 also crosschecked with other coronaviruses corresponding proteins (Table 3). It had been observed that higher level of
conservation among antigenic epitope sites of COVID-19 and SARS-CoV which supported the similar ancestry in their pathogenicity. On the contrary,
antigenic epitopes from COVID-19 exhibited the minimum conservancy pattern with BufCoV-HKU26 which suggested the distinct pathogenicity
pattern of between COVID-19 and BufCoV-HKU26.

National health authorities of China detected a cluster of 44 pneumonia patients of unknown etiology from 31 December 2019 to 3 January 2020 in
Wuhan City, Hubei Province of China and reported to the WHO China country o�ce [1]. Moreover, on 7 January, they identi�ed the pathogens as
novel type corona virus [38]. Like COVID-19, world experienced an epidemic of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in 2003, caused by corona
virus, which also originated from China (Guangdong province), recommended as a potential zone of re-emergence of corona virus [20, 39]. Within
very short time, COVID-19 transmitted rapidly, not only across the China, but also in other countries [1, 12–14, 38]. By 09 March 2020, it spread up to
105 countries and territories, and one cruise ship named ‘Diamond Princess’ in Japan [40] infecting 1,09,577 persons globally [1]. However, SARS
infected 8450 persons and attributed total 810 deaths globally from 33 countries [41]. Moreover, MERS, another corona virus epidemic, started in
Saudi Arabia by September 2012, which spread up to 27 countries affecting total 2494 persons and caused 858 deaths up to November 2019
throughout the world [42]. Therefore, COVID-19 has already covered more than triple countries than SARS and MERS [1, 41]. Besides, up to 09 March,
the running COVID-19 has attributed 12.97 and 43.94 times more cases, and 4.97 and 4.69 times more deaths globally than those of SARS and
MARS, respectively [40–42] . Though the occurrence of the cases per day were high in China in the beginning of the outbreak, after 25 February 2020
the number of cases has declined in China and increased outside the China distinctly. The majority of the cases are in mainland China followed by
Italy, South Korea, and Iran which has showed a possibility to become pandemic very soon [18]. For example, all of Italy to be placed under lockdown
due to COVID-19.

The case fatality of current COVID-19 by 09 March was 3.67% and 3.86% in globally and China, respectively. The calculation agrees with the report
of Wang et al. [43] who stated the global case fatality close to 3%. However, global case fatality of SARS (9.60%) and MERS (34.40%) were higher
than that of COVID-19 [42, 44]. By February 2020, case fatality of china was 3.80% [40], which supports our estimate. Despite lower case fatality
than previous corona-attributed SARS and MERS, COVID-19 poses a great burden across the world in terms of geographical area coverage,
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occurrence of cases and death toll, and tends to become pandemic causing a remarkable public panic. The COVID-19 coronavirus has spread in the
neighbouring countries of Bangladesh too. It has also spread in the Middle East with which region the country has economic relations. Therefore,
Bangladesh is facing high risk to be affected by novel coronavirus outbreak as the virus has already spread in different parts of the globe. Until
submission of this manuscript, over 100 countries and territories with more than 100,000 people of COVID-19 coronavirus cases were found globally
[1, 15]. After global COVID-19 infections passed the 100,000-mark, WHO think that the threat of a pandemic has become very real [1]. Thus, �ndings
from this study strongly support the urgent need for further comprehensive studies that will combine genomic data, outbreaks surveillance study,
travel restrictions/entry of visitors, and a well-planed long-term strategy to mitigate the further spread of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19).

Methods

Retrieving of Human, Bat and Buffalo Originated Coronavirus Protein Sequences, and
Epidemiological Data
Spike (S), Membrane (M), Envelope (E) and Nucleocapsid (N) Protein sequence of COVID-19, HCoV-229E, HCoV-OC43, SARS-CoV, HCoV-NL63, HKU1,
MERS-CoV, HKU4, HKU5 and BufCoV-HKU26 had been retrieved from the ViralZone root (https://viralzone.expasy.org/) and Uniprot
(https://www.uniprot.org/) database (Supplementary File 1). Additionally, we retrieved epidemiological data of COVID-19 from different websites
such as World Health Organization (WHO), European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC), and others online news portal [1, 40, 45–47].
Accordingly, we extracted population data of countries and provinces (China) also from several websites [48–50].

Phylogenetic and Pairwise Sequence Alignment of Coronavirus Proteins
Retrieved protein sequences were allowed to multiple sequence alignment (MSA) by clustalW [51] and phylogenetic relationship (Maximum
Parsimony, MP) study by using MEGA X [52] in order to understand the ancestral origin and pathogenicity resemblance of COVID-19 with
other coronaviruses. In addition, pairwise sequence alignment of COVID-19 proteins with other viral strains was done by the EMBOSS Needle online
software where Needleman-Wunsch alignment algorithm had been used to �nd the optimum alignment (including gaps) of two sequences along
their entire length [53]. Moreover, sequence alignment was also visualized and analyzed by using  Jalview software (https://www.jalview.org/).

Immunogenicity Prediction and Epitope Conservancy Analysis
Targeting potential antigens from viral proteins is the crucial for constructing peptide based vaccine molecules that could interact with B
lymphocytes [54].  It was reported that the �exibility of the peptide and proper surface accessibility are the prerequisite for being a potential B cell
epitope. Considering those parameters, the immunogenic peptide sequences from four viral proteins were determined by using the B cell epitope
prediction tools of The Immune Epitope Database (IEDB) [55] where bepipred linear epitope prediction method was employed [56]. The VaxiJen v2.0
server (http://www.ddgpharmfac.net/vaxijen/) was used for screening out the most immunogenic peptides determined from IEDB [55]. However, the
epitope conservancy analysis is an important step to determine the degree of desired epitope distribution in its homologous protein set. In the study,
the conservancy pattern of mostly immunogenic B cell peptide sequences of COVID-19 were checked with its other homologous sequences retrieved
from the NCBI database by using BLASTp [57]. Moreover, the conservancy study of immunogenic peptides predicted from the COVID-19 proteins
against other human coronavirus strains (HCoV-229E, HCoV-OC43, SARS-CoV, HCoV-NL63, HKU1 and MERS-CoV) were also checked. The epitope
conservancy analysis tool (http://tools.iedb.org/conservancy/) of IEDB was used to continue the conservancy analysis [58].

Homology Modeling and Evaluation of Protein 3D Structure
As the unavailability of 3D structures of COVID-19 proteins in Protein Data Bank (PDB), homology modelling of Spike glycoprotein (P0DTC2),
Membrane (P0DTC5), Envelope (P0DTC4) and Nucleoprotein (P0DTC9) of COVID-19 were allowed by using I-TASSER server [59]. Though 3D
structures were generated by multiple threading alignments in I-TASSER server, re�nement was conducted using ModRe�ner [60] followed by FG-MD
re�nement server in order to improve the accuracy of the predicted 3D modeled structure [61]. ModRe�ner allowed the signi�cant improvement in the
physical quality of the local structure based on hydrogen bonds, side-chain positioning and backbone topology of its native state. Again, FG-MD, a
molecular dynamics based algorithm for structure re�nement usually works at atomic level. The re�ned protein structure was further validated by
RAMPAGE [62] and ERAAT analysis [63].  Structures were visualized and analysed by MyMoL [64].

Illustration of COVID–19 Cases and Deaths
We illustrated the number of cases and deaths of COVID-19 in a consecutive way through graphs to elucidate the pattern of occurrence of those
outcomes. We covered country-wise cases (Figure 4A) and deaths, onset of global and China cases by date, global death toll per day, and china’s
province-wise cases and deaths (Figure 4B).
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Calculation of Crude Mortality Rate and Case Fatality of COVID–19
We calculated crude mortality rate, and case fatality according to the formulas, suggested by CDC [65], as well as Jacob and Ganguli [66]. Here, we
calculated crude mortality rate for those countries and for China provinces, having death record, per 1 crore persons, for better interpretation.

Satellite Based Temperature Data
It is already known that COVID-19 virus could multplicate even in high temperature, especially temperature higher than 15° Celsius [28, 29], however,
COVID-19 virus rapidly inactivated at 20°C [29]. Therefore, temperature plays a great role in its multiplication. For this purpose recent environmental
temperature data of its �rst occurrence place as well as in Bangladesh was obtained from Landsat-8 satellite data. This satellite provide high spatial
resolution (30m) data at 15 days interval. Using band number 10 (TIR-1) brightness temperature and Bands 4 and 5 emissivity data temperature (in
°C) (L8 Data Users Handbook) of large area (swath wide 30 km) can be obtained at a time with minor deviation from in situ temperature data
(maximum 0.45 degree Celsius SD). Therefore, cloudless or less cloudy images (less than 90%) were obtained from USGS webpage
(www.earthexplorer.usg.gov). Maximum 2 data could be available for one area in each month. However, neighbouring path and row image borders
share some common areas which gives more frequencies for those overlapped areas. Level-1 Tier-1 images were used in this which are
radiometrically and geometrically corrected.

At �rst all images ful�lling low cloud condition were downloaded. A total of 90 images covering the land areas of Wuhan, China, Bangladesh and
Korea were downloaded. Then, DN of Band 10 data were converted to emissivity and simultaneously converted to brightness temperature by using
the “equation 1” [67]. Then, the emissivity is converted to temperature by using the “equation 2” [68].

The estimated data was obtained by the Landsat 8 Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS) of band 10.

For obtaining temperature data of Bangladesh coverage Landsat-8 images of path 135 rows 44-46, path 136 rows 43-45, path 137 rows 42-45, path
138 rows 42-45, and path 139 rows 41-43 were used. For obtaining temperature data of Korea coverage Landsat-8 images of path 114 rows 34-36,
path 115 rows 33-37, and path 116 rows 33-37 were used. For obtaining temperature data of Wuhan city coverage Landsat-8 images of path 122
rows 39, and path 123 rows 38-39 were used.

The estimated data was obtained by the Landsat 8 Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS). The Digital Number (DN) of Band 10 for each image was
converted to the brightness temperature by using “equation number 1”.

Then by using the “equation number 2” the real temperature value (°K) is obtained:
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Table 1: Pairwise sequence alignment of COVID-19 proteins with other viral strains by the EMBOSS
Needle.
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COVID-19
Proteins

Other Coronavirus Proteins*
(*First percentage indicates the similarity and second percentage indicates the identity)

HCoV-
229E-S

HCoV-
OC43-S

SARS-
CoV-S

HCoV-
NL63-S

HCoV-
HKU1-S

MERS-
CoV-S

BatCoV-
HKU4-S

BatCoV-
HKU5-S

BufCoV-
HKU26-S

COVID-19-S 26.4%
39.4%

29.2%
43.3%

76.4%
87.0%

23.35%
35.0%

28.0%
44.2%

29.8%
45.3%

32.1%
46.6%

32.2%
47.0%

29.5%
44.2%

HCoV-
229E-M

HCoV-
OC43-M

SARS-
CoV-M

HCoV-
NL63-M

HCoV-
HKU1-M

MERS-
CoV-M

BatCoV-
HKU4-M

BatCoV-
HKU5-M

BufCoV-
HKU26-M

COVID-19-M 30.7%
51.3%

37.2%
55.6%

90.5%
96.4%

29.5%
50.6%

34.4%
54.2%

39.9%
59.2%

41.0%
60.4%

42.7%
59.6%

37.4%
55.7%

HCoV-
229E-E

HCoV-
OC43-E

SARS-
CoV-E

HCoV-
NL63-E

HCoV-
HKU1-E

MERS-
CoV-E

BatCoV-
HKU4-E

BatCoV-
HKU5-E

BufCoV-
HKU26-E

COVID-19-E 24.7%
44.4%

22.7%
42.0% 94.7%

96.1%

17.9%
52.6%

26.8%
45.1%

35.4%
46.3%

39.8%
56.6%

29.5%
44.3%

20.9%
44.2%

HCoV-
229E-N

HCoV-
OC43-N

SARS-
CoV-N

HCoV-
NL63-N

HCoV-
HKU1-N

MERS-
CoV-N

BatCoV-
HKU4-N

BatCoV-
HKU5-N

BufCoV-
HKU26-N

COVID-19-N 24.6%
35.8%

32.9%
48.7%

90.5%
94.3%

26.8%
39.4%

29.6%
44.1%

45.6%
59.6%

44.5%
57.4%

43.6%
58.2%

32.7%
48.6%

 

Table 2: Predicted antigenic sites (B cell epitope) of COVID-19 with VaxiJen score and conservancy
analysis with homologous protein sets.

Protein Peptide
Length

(aa)
Vaxijen
Score

Percent of protein
sequence

matches at identity
<= 100%

Minimum
identity

Maximum
identity

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Spike
protein
(S)

SQCVNLTTRTQLPPAYTNSFTRGVY 25 0.6860 83.33% (5/6) 96.00% 100.00%
FSNVTWFHAIHVSGTNGTKRFDN 23 0.6767 100.00%

(6/6)
100.00% 100.00%

DPFLGVYYHKNNKSWME 17 0.5821 100.00%
(6/6)

100.00% 100.00%

SQCVNLTTRTQLPPAYTNSFTRGVY 25 0.6860 83.33% (5/6) 96.00% 100.00%
MDLEGKQGNFKNL 13 1.2592 100.00%

(6/6)
100.00% 100.00%

KHTPINLVRDLPQGFS 16 0.6403 83.33% (5/6) 93.75% 100.00%
KSFTVEKGIYQTSNFRVQP 19 0.5729 100.00%

(6/6)
100.00% 100.00%

FPNITNLCPFGEVFNATRFASVYAWNRKRISNCVA 35 0.4466 100.00%
(6/6)

100.00% 100.00%

YNSASFSTFKCYGVSPTKLNDLCFT 25 1.4031 100.00%
(6/6)

100.00% 100.00%

GDEVRQIAPGQTGKIADYNYKLP 23 1.1017 100.00%
(6/6)

100.00% 100.00%

NLDSKVGGNYNYLYRLFRKSNLKPFERDISTEIYQAGSTPCNGVEGFNCYFPLQSYGFQPTN 62 0.3951 100.00%
(6/6)

100.00% 100.00%

SNKKFLPF 8 1.3952 100.00%
(6/6)

100.00% 100.00%

NCTEVPVAIHADQLTPT 17 0.3987 100.00%
(6/6)

100.00% 100.00%

VNNSYECDIPI 11 0.6124 100.00%
(6/6)

100.00% 100.00%

YTMSLGAENSVAYSNN 16 0.6434 100.00%
(6/6)

100.00% 100.00%

GQSKRVDFC 9 1.7790 100.00%
(6/6)

100.00% 100.00%

SCCKFDEDDSEPVLKG 16 0.4347 100.00%
(6/6)

100.00% 100.00%

 
 
 

Nucleo-
protein
(N)

HGKEDLKFPRGQGVPINTNSSPDDQIGYYRRATRRIRGGDGKMKDLS 47 0.5773 100.00%
(6/6)

100.00% 100.00%

TTLPKGFYAEGSRGGSQASSRSSSRSRNSSRNSTPGSSRGTSPARMAGNGGD 52 0.5206 33.33% (2/6) 15.38% 100.00%
RLNQLESKMSGKGQQQQGQTVTKKSAAEASKKPRQKRTATKA 42 0.5627 83.33% (5/6) 16.67% 100.00%
RRGPEQTQGNFGDQELIRQGTDYK 24 0.6277 83.33% (5/6) 20.83% 100.00%

DAYKTFPPTEPKKDKKKKADETQALPQRQKKQQTVTLLPAADLDD 45 0.4968 83.33% (5/6) 15.56% 100.00%

Membrane
protein

(M)

YRIGNYKLNTDHSSSSDNIA 20 0.2216 0.00% (0/2) 19.05% 95.24%

Envelop
protein (E)

YVYSRVKNLNSSRVP 15 0.4492 100.00%
(2/2)

100.00% 100.00%

 

Table 3: Conservancy analysis of Antigenic Sites from COVID-19 proteins with other coronaviruses
corresponding proteins.
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Antigenic Sites of COVID-19
Conservancy with other coronaviruses corresponding proteins (%)

 

S proteins
 

SARS-CoV
Buffalo BufCoV-HKU26  

BatCoV-HKU5
 

BatCoV-HKU4
 

MERS-CoV
 

HCoV-HKU1
 

HCoV-NL63
 

HCoV-OC43
 

HCoV-229E
SQCVNLTTRTQLPPAYTNSFTRGVY 28.00 24.00 28.00 24.00 28.00 24.00 28.00 28.00 28.00
FSNVTWFHAIHVSGTNGTKRFDN 39.13 26.09 26.09 26.09 30.43 26.09 26.09 26.09 26.09
DPFLGVYYHKNNKSWME 29.41 29.41 23.53 29.41 29.41 29.41 29.41 29.41 29.41
SQCVNLTTRTQLPPAYTNSFTRGVY 28.00 24.00 28.00 24.00 28.00 24.00 28.00 28.00 28.00
MDLEGKQGNFKNL 53.85 30.77 30.77 30.77 38.46 30.77 30.77 30.77 38.46
KHTPINLVRDLPQGFS 56.25 31.25 31.25 31.25 25.00 31.25 37.50 31.25 37.50
KSFTVEKGIYQTSNFRVQP 78.95 31.58 42.11 31.58 47.37 42.11 26.32 31.58 36.84
FPNITNLCPFGEVFNATRFASVYAWNRKRISN
CVA 88.57 25.71 22.86 20.00 22.86 25.71 25.71 25.71 22.86
YNSASFSTFKCYGVSPTKLNDLCFT 84.00 28.00 32.00 32.00 28.00 32.00 28.00 24.00 28.00
GDEVRQIAPGQTGKIADYNYKLP 91.30 26.09 34.78 39.13 30.43 26.09 26.09 26.09 21.74
NLDSKVGGNYNYLYRLFRKSNLKPFERDIST
EIYQAGSTPCNGVEGFNCYFPLQSYGFQPTN 33.87 17.74 17.74 17.74 17.74 17.74 17.74 17.74 17.74
SNKKFLPF 62.50 37.50 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 37.50 37.50 50.00
NCTEVPVAIHADQLTPT 76.47 29.41 35.29 35.29 41.18 29.41 29.41 29.41 29.41
VNNSYECDIPI 81.82 45.45 36.36 45.45 27.27 45.45 36.36 45.45 36.36
YTMSLGAENSVAYSNN 81.25 31.25 31.25 31.25 31.25 31.25 43.75 37.50 31.25
GQSKRVDFC 100.00 55.56 66.67 66.67 66.67 55.56 55.56 55.56 66.67
SCCKFDEDDSEPVLKG 100.00 31.25 31.25 31.25 31.25 31.25 31.25 31.25 31.25

M proteins SARS-CoV
Buffalo

BufCoV-HKU26 BatCoV-HKU5 BatCoV-HKU4 MERS-CoV HCoV-HKU1 HCoV-NL63 HCoV-OC43 HCoV-229E
HGKEDLKFPRGQGVPINTNSSPDDQIGYYRR
ATRRIRGGDGKMKDLS 89.36 17.78 48.94 46.81 48.94 31.91 19.15 21.28 19.15
TTLPKGFYAEGSRGGSQASSRSSSRSRNSSRN
STPGSSRGTSPARMAGNGGD 88.46 29.17 44.23 42.31 50.00 26.92 25.00 28.85 26.92
RLNQLESKMSGKGQQQQGQTVTKKSAAEAS
KKPRQKRTATKA 95.24 26.19 33.33 40.48 50.00 28.57 21.43 26.19 21.43
RRGPEQTQGNFGDQELIRQGTDYK 95.83 30.77 41.67 45.83 50.00 29.17 37.50 29.17 29.17

E proteins SARS-CoV
Buffalo

BufCoV-HKU26 BatCoV-HKU5 BatCoV-HKU4 MERS-CoV HCoV-HKU1 HCoV-NL63 HCoV-OC43 HCoV-229E
YRIGNYKLNTDHSSSSDNIA 85.00 30.00 20.00 25.00 20.00 30.00 15.00 30.00 20.00

N proteins SARS-CoV
Buffalo

BufCoV-HKU26 BatCoV-HKU5 BatCoV-HKU4 MERS-CoV HCoV-HKU1 HCoV-NL63 HCoV-OC43 HCoV-229E
YVYSRVKNLNSSRVP 80.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 40.00 20.00 20.00 26.67

 

Figures

Figure 1

Phylogeny study of COVID-19 proteins. A phylogentic tree was constructed with (A) Spike (S) glycopreotein, (B) Membrane (M) protein, (C) Envelope
(E) protein and (D) Nucleoprotein (N) of COVID-19 with HCoV-229E, HCoV-OC43, SARS-CoV, HCoV-NL63, HKU1, MERS-CoV, HKU4, HKU5 and BufCoV-
HKU26 coronaviruses by using Maximum Likelihood Method of MEGA X.
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Figure 2

(i): Multiple sequence alignment of COVID-19 proteins with SARS-CoV. Multiple sequence alignment of (A) COVID-19-S and SARS-CoV-S, (B) COVID-
19-M and SARS-CoV-M, (C) COVID-19-E and SARS-CoV-E and (D) COVID-19-N and SARS-CoV-N was visualized. Conservation showed based on 11
base scales where yellow color bar indicates the full conservation. Alignment quality was based on BLOSUM 62 substitution matrix score where
yellow color indicates good quality. All the colors changes according to the conservation and alignment quality. Black bars showed the consensus
sequence. This alignment was visualized by Jalview 2.8 and color scheme used is Clustalx. (ii): Multiple sequence alignment of COVID-19 proteins
with BufCoV-HKU26. Multiple sequence alignment of (A) COVID-19-S and BufCoV-HKU26-S, (B) COVID-19-M and BufCoV-HKU26-M, (C) COVID-19-E
and BufCoV-HKU26-E and (D) COVID-19-N and BufCoV-HKU26- N was visualized. Conservation showed based on 11 base scales where yellow color
bar indicates the full conservation. Alignment quality was based on BLOSUM 62 substitution matrix score where yellow color indicates good quality.
All the colors changes according to the conservation and alignment quality. Black bars showed the consensus sequence. This alignment was
visualized by Jalview 2.8 and color scheme used is Clustalx.
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Figure 3

Ramachandran plot, Quality factor analysis and predicted 3D model of COVID-19 proteins. (i) Structure validation, (ii) quality factor and (ii) predicted
3D model of (A) Spike (S) protein, (B) Membrane (M) protein, (C) Envelope (E) protein and (D) Nucleoprotein (N) of COVID-19 proteins analysis by (i)
RAMPAGE, (ii) ERRAT and (iii) PyMol, respectively.

Figure 4

Geographic distribution of COVID-19 and satellite temperature. (A) Geographic distribution of COVID-19 cases as of 10 March 2020. (B) Death cases
in China provinces, (C) Temperature (°C) for (east part of) Wuhan (China), (D) South Korea and (E) Bangladesh during February 2020. Geographical
maps visualized by using MATLAB®. Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression
of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or
concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.
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Figure 5

Global burden of COVID-19. (A) Cumulative con�rmed cases of COVID-19 in globe and China* from 21 January 2020 to 09 March 2020** ,(B)
Cumulative con�rmed cases of COVID-19 in Hubei province, China* excluding Hubei and outside china from 21 January 2020 to 09 March 2020**,
(C) Cumulative global death toll of COVID-19 from 11 January 2020 to 09 March 2020* and (D) Global and country-wise case fatality of COVID-19
up to 09 March 2020* . Graphs were generated using GraphPad Prism 6.
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